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Combination

from Holland since 2012. Every person is able to learn SEM in one
training-session, which takes 1 evening. SEM has got many ways to
use for human beings, animals and the environment.

treatment, like massage, is a good possibility. Combination
with other methods of energy treatment where the person
is treated using your hands should be avoided. In that case
energy can be taken away from the person. The strength
of SEM makes it unnecessary to add another method or
sytem. Sirius energy is having a high frequency and the
results are reported to be positive. Negative results are not
known. However it is possible that in the beginning of a
period of treatment the person can feel more, this is a
reaction on the energy. After some time it will become
better.

During a SEM – session you are told how to use the method by
giving energy to yourself and others by remote sending. The student
will get a piece of paper with “how to use” and examples. To be
able to apply SEM, each student will receive an “energy transfer”
given by the trainer.
Sirius-sessions you can find in several towns and countries. Students
are being teached by authorized instructors in a living room. On
demand a group of minimum 20 persons can be trained on an
mutually agreed date. Cost per person € 50,-

Sirius beings

Cost of training € 50 per person.

Become instructor yourself

is

possible based on the license-agreement of
Direct Centre. First you learn SEM and after
that gain sufficient experience in using SEM.
Further you should have a good understanding
of spiritual topics. To become an instructor
you will follow a special session with an extra
“energy transfer”. Further details and terms
and conditions will be given in a meeting with
Direct Centre.

of SEM with a kind of fysical

visited the earth, several sources

have reported this. Information about this topic was
kept secret by governmensts until some time ago.
Since a few years more information is available in
movies on Television and internet. This all started in
the summer of 1947.

Old Egyptian people knew already about Sirius. The
Gizeh piramid has got a corridor where the light of sirius
at certain moments is received. Further the conjunction
of the Sun and Sirius is giving a triangle of lights at
sunrise. The triangle in Egyptian signs means Sirius.

SEM highlights
-

powerfull
max. 30 seconds
everybody can learn SEM
immediately applicable
many ways to use
you can use it during the rest of your live
SEM is always given for free by remote sending
learning SEM for a low price
become a licensed instructor yourself

Sirius Energy Method

Energy for free which can help people to keep or gain
Web-site with planning of SEM-training-sessions
Planned in several places and countries
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good mental and fysical conditions. This energy can help in
healing the body. If you send an e-mail with your First en
Family-name or a photo-picture you will receive the energy
during some weeks. Also animals can receive energy by
means of a Photo-picture. Dog, cat, cow, horse, camel, etc.
The energy can be sent to one person or a group af people at
a time at any distance. This takes a maximum of 30 seconds.
This remote-sending of energy is always given for free.
The energy is never a replacement for the eventually
necessary diagnoses or treatment by a medical person or
specialist. The energy is just something extra.

Your SEM trainer

